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dodge intrepid questions 2 7 engine have a little hole - 32 2 7 engine have a little hole that keeps leaking
coolant from the motor its not cracked and there is no grooves so no screw is missing we think it might be a
freeze plug but its very small, dodge ram 2002 2008 how to clean throttle body - dodge ram 2002 2008 how to
clean throttle body the throttle body is connected to a cable attached to your gas pedal on the 4 7 and 3 7
engines minus some 2008 year models, serpentine belt diagrams serpentinebelthq com - here is a directory
of serpentine belt diagrams for popular makes and models let us know if you would like us to add anything to our
list 1988 mercedes 300e l6 3 0l serpentine belt diagram, dodge ram 2009 present engine smell diagnostic
guide - dodge ram 2009 present engine smell diagnostic guide for the most part your silverado offers a reliable
smell free drive however if you begin to notice something being off in the olfactory department it should be
investigated, chevy truck 1996 98 4 3l 5 0l and 5 7l - here is the serpentine belt diagram for a 1996 1998 chevy
truck with the 4 3 5 0 and 5 7 liter engine removing the belt is very simple using breaker bar and a socket that fits
the center bolt of the tensioner pulley rotate the tensioner to create slack on the belt and slip it off the tensioner
pulley, how to change heater core in 2002 dodge ram 1500 pu fixya - how to change heater core in 2002
dodge ram 1500 pu i have been told that this is a very difficult to change and the dodge 2004 ram 1500 question,
2001 2005 ford escape and mercury mariner serpentine belt - scroll down for the 2 3l and 3 0l engines this
diagram fit the 2001 2005 ford escape and the mercury mariner removal removal the front wheel and splash
guard, request a dodge car radio stereo wiring diagram - reply colleen february 27 2008 at 2 13 am i am
looking for a 1993 dodge shadow stereo wiring diagram with the wire colors defined i m wanting to put my alpine
head unit in this shadow i recently purchased someone prior to me cut the connectors off so i have to splice to
my wires that connect to my alpine, chrysler sebring questions my oil light comes on - i m sorry i messed up
my reply answering two questions at once is a mistake this is a 2 7 and they are all the same the oil pressure
sensor is on the side of the engine closest to the firewall it s on the side of the engine block facing the firewall,
bernard s blog dodge transmission output speed sensor - this is another inside baseball type post
concerning auto and truck repair the first picture is of the rear differential speed sensor which is mistakenly
replaced because of a code involving the transmission output speed sensor located in the left side bottom of the
transmission tail shaft
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